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For light game fish only.
Firmly hold the mouth of the fish with easy operation.
The compact fish grip "GM Grip Mini LT" for light game fish such as small migratory fish and rock fish is 
easy to operate and firmly holds the mouth of the fish.
The body material is lightweight and rust-resistant reinforced plastic (GFRP). In addition, by integrating 
a convenient carabiner with the main unit, you can attach it to various places without feeling dizzy.
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Holds prey safely and speedily.

The GM capture grip holds prey safely and quickly without getting your hands dirty in salt water fishing 
such as light game, egging, and hairtail game.
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GM GRIP

Golden Mean

GM GRIP

- 110mm  :  185g

Targeting light to middle size fish
Convenient small landing grip.

The "GM Grip" is a small landing grip that is easy to handle and targets light to middle-sized fish.

GM LIGHT GRIP

Golden Mean

GM LIGHT GRIP

- 125mm  :  35g

For light game fish only.  The lock type hook opening and 
closing lever firmly holds the mouth of the fish.

The compact fish grip "GM Light Grip" for light game fish such as small migratory fish and rock fish easily 
holds the fish's mouth firmly with a locking hook opening and closing lever.
Reinforced fiber plastic that is lightweight and does not rust is used for the body material. In addition, it 
comes with a carabiner, so you can attach it to various places such as fishing vests, belt loops, and bags.
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